The world today...
Tomorrow is later
Today is now
Tomorrow is uncertain
Today is understood
Tomorrow is potential
Today is realized
Tomorrow is future
Today is past
What are you doing today to be ready for tomorrow?

...and where we fit
We are Devika.
We intend to help you prepare for tomorrow.
Today’s ideas and people are the essence
of how we collaborate.
In this ever changing digital world, partnerships
are critical so together we can use technology to
positively affect people
, planet
, prosperity
& pushing boundaries
.
This is where we fit.

Our ethos
We are passionate about using technology to positively
affect people, and the planet whilst pushing boundaries
for prosperity.
Inspired by the original thinkers, pioneers, and innovators
who came before us, we hope to continually improve
and inspire the next generation to make meaningful
contributions.
We are a values led enterprise. We listen to understand,
lead with integrity, be ourselves, act courageously,
support each other, explore, question and strive to be
better.

Enabling you...
Our commitment is to you and your tomorrow. We
believe in the power of education and people over
pixels.
We do this by listening, empathizing, and demystifying
technology in the pursuit of a prosperous tomorrow.

...with technology in mind
Technology is our canvas, a bicycle for the mind. We
use technology to push our boundaries and enable new
possibilities whilst having fun.
We specialize in the web, mobile, virtual & augmented
reality, internet of things, and other emerging
technologies.
We believe that the digital world never sleeps and we
are always developing with tomorrow in mind.

A proven way of working
We collaborate with experts in their field, as well
as leading technology organizations to facilitate
transformations in industries such as enterprise,
education, government and entertainment. We
draw on these insights and experiences to help:
Ideate, create, launch and perfect!

We develop solutions specifically to your challenges
using technology which makes a difference.

Westpac
Context: Australia’s Largest Bank
Objective: Showcase what banking with holograms will feel like
Software: Unity
Technology: Augmented Reality
Hardware: Microsoft Hololens
Collaboration: We were given the problem statement from the Westpac
Innovation Services team and eight weeks to build it

Testimonials
Steve Leven, Digital Futures Senior Manager at Westpac:
“Devika was engaged to develop multiple proof of concepts and delivered
a number of Westpac Digital projects through out my time at Westpac.
In my dealings with Ken and Devika, I was impressed with the level of
professionalism and ability to delivery far beyond expectations.”
Source: LinkedIn

Eric Lau, Strategy at Westpac Group Innovation Services:
“At Westpac’s Innovation Services we tend to pick and choose the firms we
want to partner with very selectively - we hold a view that the relationship
will be long-term and mutually beneficial. Often what we are after is not just
technical prowess, but more importantly, is whether the partner we choose
to work with understands who our customers are like and able to emphasize
with them, and be able to communicate to them creatively ... they have given
Westpac a comprehensive end-to-end service according to our specifications
in a timely manner. Crucially, Devika is an agile practitioner and has the ability
to design around constraints and ship within the agreed time frame. I would
recommend Ken and his wonderful team ... without any hesitations..”
Source: LinkedIn

Shaun Eislers, Industry Innovation National Manager at St. George
Bank:
“Ken and the team at Devika are great to work with. They are very
responsive and provide excellent support and expertise. Their work was
instrumental in bringing our project to life. I would definitely recommend
getting in touch if you are after some ‘outside the box’ thinking.”
Source: LinkedIn

Volt Bank
Context: Start/Scale-Up
Valuation: >AUD$120M
Objective: Australia’s new digital bank
Software: Confidential
Technology: Web Browser and Native Mobile Apps
Role: Front and Back End Software Development
Collaboration: To assist the CTO in consolidating the core banking services
Tony Thrassis, CTO at Volt Bank
“At Volt, when building out the core banking functionality of the platform
we had to pick and choose the firms we want to partner with very
selectively. Selecting Ken and the Devika team was a great decision, but
it was refreshing. They were able to support our agile needs and adapt to the
rapid changing requirements with a smile. I would recommend Ken and his
wonderful team of designers and developers to companies large and small
without any hesitations.”
Source: LinkedIn

Intel for Coachella
Context: World’s Largest Semiconductor Chip Makers
Objective: Create an interactive screen application
Software: Unity
Hardware: Visual Projections Screens
Collaboration: We were given the problem statement from Intel’s events
team and give three weeks to build it. Together we helped to produce audiovisual content for the Republic Records x sbe Hyde Away party featuring the
New York-based electro-rock duo Phantogram. During Phantogram’s set a
complex system was used to mimic the duo’s often trippy, dreamlike music
videos in a live-setting on three large visualization screens behind the DJ.

UOW SMART Infrastructure Facility
Objective: Real-time virtual reality facilities management
Software: Unity, MongoDB, Nube.io
Hardware: HTC Vive and Nube.io sensors
Technology: Web Browser, Desktop App & Mobile App Game Development
Collaboration: This product is the result of a collaboration between SMART
objective, Nube.io hardware and Devika to create UX software
Senior Professor Pascal Perez, SMART’s Director at UOW
“SMART, Nube.io and Devika pulled their resources together to share their
R&D capabilities and design a cost effective solution that is both sustainable
and scalable. The SMART Infrastructure Facility has now become a truly
smart building.”
Source: UOW Website

Visikol
Objective: Visualize and simulate life
molecular activities
Software: Unity
Technology: Virtual Reality
Hardware: HTC Vive, Oculus Rift and Microsoft Mixed Reality Headsets
Collaboration: Working with University of Wollongong (Australia) and Visikol
(USA) to build an application that recreates mouse brains in virtual reality. Using
images taken from prepared histology slides, Devika has been creating an
app that will allow scientists to study the brains in an immersive environment.
Michael Johnson, Ph.D and CEO at Visikol
“I had the opportunity to work with Ken on ... generated virtual reality
renderings from our three-dimensional microscopy data. I greatly enjoyed
working with Ken and his team and was very happy with the work that
they did in such a short period of time. I love seeing what Ken and his team
are up to and look forward to working with them in the future on additional life
science projects.”
Source: LinkedIn

Sarah’s Day
Context: Health and fitness YouTuber with a love for functional fitness
Outcome of Sezzy’s Timer upon launch ...
#1 on Apple App Store in USA and Australia
#1 in Health and Fitness for France and Canada
YouTube Followers: Over 1 Million
Software: React Native
Technology: Native Mobile Apps
Collaboration: Technical Partners
Sarah Stevenson, Founder of Sarah’s Day
“My team and I chose to work with the team at Devika from a
recommendation. The entire team at Devika has adapted to our needs
with a friendly and helpful approach from every angle. Their ability to see
our vision and apply a high attention to detail is amicable, they have allowed
us to have a seamless experience for consumers with both Android and Apple
platforms. We highly recommend Devika to anyone interested in moving
forward with building an app. Their knowledge, energy and professionalism is
second to none!”
Source: Google Review

Equalution
Context: Scale-Up
Objective: Build a client centric portal for both Web and Mobile which
generates meal plans based of the collect of client requirements, their
lifestyle and strategy all with the assistance of a custom built algorithm.
Software: Confidential
Technology: Web Browser and Native Mobile Apps
Collaboration: Technical partners
Amal Wakim, Co-Founder and Director at Equalution
“We had the pleasure of working with Ken and the Devika Team ... to
completely transform Equalution’s internal processes to improve the
efficiency and scalability of our business ... understood our business
and vision perfectly and have made the transition to automated processes
seamless. We would recommend Devika to anyone and look forward to work
with Ken and his team in the future!”
Source: LinkedIn

Giving back...
Inspiring the next generation
We believe in giving back, so our work is complemented by our
learning program, which is dedicated to moving students from
content consumers to content creators.
Making lasting contributions
We have ideas in which we feel will improve people’s lives and
the planet, so we figure we might as well build them. The key for
us is to work collaboratively with key partners to progress these
ideas, using technology as our medium.

Evenness
Objective: Regulating Anxiety with Virtual Reality
Software: Unity
Technology: Virtual Reality
Hardware: HTC Vive, Oculus Rift and Microsoft Mixed Reality Headsets
Collaboration: Supporting NDIS Providers
Website: evenness.com.au
Ryan Kiddle, Senior Manager at The Disability Trust
“When Ken presented us the opportunity to implement a sensory room
for our participants in Virtual Reality at a tenth of the price of a physical
space, we all had to try it. Once we tried the Evenness Sensory Space
in Virtual Reality we were sold. We did some further test with our clients
and saw the positive affect it was having to them ... Devika does a great
job at to balancing client needs and market demands, and in doing so
would highly recommend Ken and his team after our experience with them.”
Source: LinkedIn

Kolb
Objective: Delivering the Australian curriculum with experiential learning
Software: Unity
Technology: Virtual Reality
Hardware: HTC Vive, Oculus Rift and Microsoft Mixed Reality Headsets
Collaboration: A product we are building with the help of the University of
Wollongong and the Department of Education.
Website: Kolb.edu.au
Neil Bramsen, Assistant Principal at Mt. Ousley Public School
“We really valued Ken’s Devika learning team visiting Mt Ousley PS to allow
our students to experience and give feedback on the KOLB virtual reality
application. Ken and his team were very professional with a responsive and
positive attitude. It’s great to be a part of an innovative and futures focused
approach to learning.”
Source: LinkedIn

HP
Context: Software and hardware bundle
Objective: Designed to evolve with market changes to maximize both
channel partner and HP growth opportunities
Technology: Microsoft Mixed Reality
Hardware: HP
Collaboration: HP Virtual Reality Independent Software Vendor Partner
Programme
Suezanne Zorn, Sherwood Hills Christian School
“Whenever you try to incorporate new technology into the classroom, the
two main things you initially consider is whether it will be cost effective
and whether it will be easily incorporated into the children’s lessons ...
Buying this product has provided a really engaging learning environment for
our students with ASD and anxiety issues. It’s a platform for them in which
they can go in that’s a safe environment that they can explore and they can
manage themselves. We’ve found it to be highly effective with children with
those special needs.”
Source: Testimonial Video

Working with Devika...
Devika is a bright young company. We can help you discover and implement
new technology that will benefit your company and society at large. At
the centre of everything we do is our talented and creative team. We also
collaborate with our ambassadors, such as Sally Fitzgibbons, to assist our
mission. We’re here to prepare you for tomorrow!
Sally Fitzgibbons
Devika Ambassador and Professional Surfer
“Super proud to be partnered with @devikaworld pushing boundaries in
everything we do. Amazing to know the crew @devikaworld are passionate
about preserving the ocean environment just like me!”
Source: Instagram

What are you doing today,
for tomorrow?
Let’s explore the possibilities
together...
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